Embrace an adventure of a lifetime and volunteer your talents and skills through Leave for Change!

Leave for Change offers faculty and staff the chance to undertake a short-term volunteer assignment in a developing country. Participants volunteer their talents, skills, and experience to build capacity in a local partner organization while learning about international cooperation first-hand. All you need to contribute is your vacation time (3 - 4 weeks). The costs of participating (transportation, accommodation, vaccinations, etc.) are covered through an agreement between the University of Guelph and the Leave for Change Program.

Leave for Change is offered in partnership with Uniterra, a joint initiative of World University Service of Canada (WUSC) and the Centre for International Studies and Co-operation (CECI).

Learn More about Leave for Change by watching the Leave for Change video[1] and clicking on the links below or clicking on the links in the side menu.

[1]Leave for Change video
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